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The book publication in Late Ming Dynasty gained an unprecedented
development with the increasing of types and amount owing to a series of reasons
such as the enlargement of literate group, the improvement of book production
technique and the change of reading tendency. As we have noticed, almost everything
could be written in books by literate group and published by publishers, and the most
representative books are the light readings. Due to the increasing demands and the
development of printing technique, the publishers gathered different light readings
together, and put them into series before publishment.
This thesis studies the sample of a huge series light readings named Baoyantang
Esoterica, inspects its contents, author, types, characteristics of the times,compilers'
group. From the perspective of contents and authors, Baoyantang Series mainly
collects books of Zi section, especially the Eclectics. These books are different from
the great classics with seldom Confucian classics, but more about the so-called
"Shuo" section which was the mixed compilation of that times. According to research
and analysis of the thesis, Baoyantang Series were not compiled by Chen Jiru, but by
the publishers who cooperated with the local literate and finished it in Chen's name.
They invited the local literates to the publication as a public cultural
undertakings through their blood relation networks, many of them were temporary
compilers. The member of this network lived near to each other, and shared the
similar cultural taste. They did not have settled organization and site, but contacted
via blood relation, daily tours,literary activities and other local public activities.
Besides those local literates, local gentries, officers and elites also joined in the
compiling work. Publication was simply a fraction of their activities in the huge
network.
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